). Adjacent to Although the immunological role played by coding these coding segments are short recombination signal joints is obvious, the purpose served by signal joints is sequences (RSS) consisting of conserved heptamer and less clear. At some antigen receptor loci, the RSS are nonamer elements separated by either 12 or 23 nucleoarranged in an orientation that necessitates inversional tides of spacer DNA. Efficient recombination requires recombination. Under these circumstances, signal joint two RSS (one of each type), which are recognized and formation is required to restore chromosomal integrity. bound by the recombinase proteins, RAG1 and RAG2, At many loci, however, recombination proceeds by a and brought together into a synaptic complex (Eastman deletional mechanism in which signal joints are generet al., 1996; Steen et al., 1996; Hiom and Gellert, 1998). ated on extrachromosomal circles that are eventually The RAG proteins then nick one strand of DNA precisely lost during cell division. In these cases, the signal joint between the RSS and the coding segment, generating itself is of no apparent value to the cell-yet it is formed a free 3Ј OH that is used to attack the opposite strand.
Introduction
Livak and Schatz, 1996; Zhu et al., 1996; Agrawal and Schatz, 1997). There is, however, an alternative explanaDuring lymphocyte development, T cell receptor (TCR) tion that has not been explored: signal joints (which, and immunoglobulin (Ig) genes are assembled from sepafter all, contain an appropriate pair of RSS) might be arate coding DNA segments by a process called V(D)J recleaved by the RAG proteins. recombination (schematized in Figure 1A ). Adjacent to Although the immunological role played by coding these coding segments are short recombination signal joints is obvious, the purpose served by signal joints is sequences (RSS) consisting of conserved heptamer and less clear. At some antigen receptor loci, the RSS are nonamer elements separated by either 12 or 23 nucleoarranged in an orientation that necessitates inversional tides of spacer DNA. Efficient recombination requires recombination. Under these circumstances, signal joint two RSS (one of each type), which are recognized and formation is required to restore chromosomal integrity. bound by the recombinase proteins, RAG1 and RAG2, At many loci, however, recombination proceeds by a and brought together into a synaptic complex (Eastman deletional mechanism in which signal joints are generet al., 1996; Steen et al., 1996; Hiom and Gellert, 1998). ated on extrachromosomal circles that are eventually The RAG proteins then nick one strand of DNA precisely lost during cell division. In these cases, the signal joint between the RSS and the coding segment, generating itself is of no apparent value to the cell-yet it is formed a free 3Ј OH that is used to attack the opposite strand.
nonetheless. It has been suggested that the important This transesterification reaction results in a coding end function of signal joint formation in this situation is to that terminates in a hairpin and a signal end terminating convert potentially reactive signal ends (which might in a flush double-strand break ( Figure 1A ) (McBlane et undergo illegitimate joining events) into safe, inert prodal., 1995). After this cleavage step, the RAG proteins ucts (Hiom et al., 1998; Roth and Craig, 1998) . The need remain associated with the broken ends in the form of for such a function became especially apparent with the a postcleavage complex (Agrawal and Schatz, 1997;  discovery that signal ends, when complexed with the Hiom and Gellert, 1998 We considered two possible explanations. Although the structure of a signal joint prohibits synapsis in cis, syncleavage in cells, we recovered a rearranged product of an in vivo V(D)J recombination reaction that bears a apsis with a second RSS provided in trans would allow cleavage to proceed via the normal mechanism, producperfect signal joint. This molecule, pSJ ( Figure 1C We next examined the products of signal joint cleavure 2B). According to this scheme, RAG proteins bound to one RSS introduce a single-strand nick on one strand, age by two dimensional native/denaturing gel electrophoresis, which readily reveals hairpins because they while a recombinase complex bound to the other RSS either simultaneously or sequentially nicks the other migrate at characteristic positions above the diagonal (hairpins run at twice their native size in the denaturing strand, forming two blunt signal ends.
Examining the substrate requirements (cis or trans) dimension). Cleavage of signal joints in vitro yielded uncleaved, cleaved, and nicked products, but no hairand the products (hairpin or blunt) of signal joint cleavage should reveal which of these two models holds. To pins were detected even on long exposures ( Figure 4A ). These data demonstrate that signal joint cleavage protest the substrate requirements for signal joint cleavage in a defined system, we incubated the same plasmid ceeds by a hairpin-independent mechanism in vitro and are consistent with a nick-nick model. Furthermore, substrates tested in vivo with purified RAG proteins. We previously showed that purified RAG proteins perform these results argue against the possibility that the signal joint substrates undergo synapsis under our in vitro cis, but not trans, cleavage of plasmid substrates (Huye and Roth, 2000); thus, this system allows us to determine cleavage conditions, as the standard cleavage mechanism should form hairpins from synaptic complexes whether signal joint cleavage can occur in cis. As expected, pJH289 was cleaved efficiently in cis (Figure 3 , composed of signal joints. Analysis of cleavage of the same signal joint substrate lane 10); plasmids containing only a single 12-or 23-RSS were not (lanes 4,6); and trans cleavage of p12ϩp23 in vivo revealed that the vast majority of products result from double-strand cleavage; nicked species were also was not observed (lane 2). The signal joint substrate, pSJ, was cleaved as efficiently as pJH289 (60% cleavobserved below the diagonal ( Figure 4B ). Therefore, it appears that most signal joint cleavage in vivo proceeds age) (compare lanes 8 and 10), suggesting that signal joint cleavage occurs efficiently in cis.
via a nick-nick mechanism. A trace amount of hairpin product was also evident. This is expected, because This conclusion is supported by the results of kinetic analyses. We measured the rate of signal joint cleavage both single-signal and trans cleavage of p12 and p23 have been observed previously in vivo (Han et al., 1999), using several different concentrations of the plasmid substrates (without the preincubation step), reasoning and there is no reason that the 12-and 23-RSS present in a signal joint should not be available for trans cleavage that a trans mechanism would be more sensitive to substrate concentration than a cis mechanism. The results by the normal cleavage mechanism. To substantiate our finding that signal joint cleavage of these experiments were consistent with a cis mecha- 2 and 4) . Radiolabeled oligonucleotides containing signal joints also transposed effiproceeds by a nick-nick mechanism that produces blunt signal ends capable of transposition. ciently (lane 3), giving levels of products only slightly lower than those generated by the control substrates.
Several lines of evidence indicate that cleavage in vivo proceeds predominantly by the same mechanism. Again, most products were linearized, indicating that both ends produced by signal joint cleavage integrated First, two-dimensional gels reveal that most cleavage produces double-strand breaks, and only a very small into the target. These data demonstrate that signal joints are good substrates not only for cleavage, but also for fraction of these products terminates in hairpins. Second, signal joints are abundant in vivo in thymocytes transposition. The generation of predominantly linear Signal joint recleavage provides a simple explanation gether, these data show that the efficient signal joint for the observation that coding joints accumulate in the cleavage we have observed in vivo occurs mainly via a presence of high levels of RAG proteins while signal nick-nick mechanism that leaves both signal ends blunt joints do not. and potentially available for transposition events. This A third puzzle is presented by the differential effects novel pathway is remarkable in that it apparently byof mutations that block joining on levels of coding and passes both synapsis and hairpin formation, two hallsignal ends. Analysis of lymphocyte precursors from marks of the standard cleavage mechanism. normal and mutant mice has revealed that mutations that block coding joint formation substantially increase levels of coding ends (Ͼ100-fold), but signal end levels Signal Joint Cleavage: Implications are not appreciably affected by mutations that block for Metabolism of Signal Ends signal joint formation (Roth et al., 1992a; Zhu and Roth, Our data provide a straightforward explanation for sev-1995; Zhu et al., 1996) . This conundrum can be elegantly eral puzzling observations. First, signal ends are much resolved by signal joint recleavage; in normal lymphomore abundant than coding ends in normal lymphocyte cyte precursors, levels of signal ends depend upon the precursors, even though both kinds of ends are created rate of both joining and recleavage. If recleavage is relaby the same cleavage event. We and others had sugtively rapid, decreasing the rate of joining will not subgested that signal ends might be joined much more stantially affect the levels of signal ends. By contrast, slowly than coding ends (Roth et al., 1992a (Roth et al., , 1992b 
